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NoExit New Music Ensemble from left to right; James Rhodes, Nicholas Underhill, Sean Gabriel, James Praznik, Nick Diodore, 
Edwin Wade, Cara Tweed, Timothy Beyer, Gunnar Owen Hirthe and Luke Rinderknecht.  

Since its inception, the idea behind NoExit has been to serve as an outlet for the commission 
and performance of contemporary avant-garde concert music. Now in our 14th season and with 
well over 300 commissions to date, we have strived to create exciting, meaningful and thought-
provoking programs; always with the philosophy of bringing the concert hall to the community (not 
the other way around) and by presenting our programs in a manner which allows for our audience 
to really connect with the experience……… free and open to the public in every sense.

noexit is grateful to have such an enthusiastic and engaged audience. We have so many 
extraordinary things in store for you, so keep listening! 

Thank you for your continued support. 
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Program
  
 

Butter-Iider (2022) "World Premiere" 
Max Friedman (b.1998)

    

The Dream of Sisyphus (2022) "World Premiere"
 Frank Wiley (b.1949) 

Nocturnes (2017)
Ladislav Kubik (b.1946 - d.2017)

   

 

Intermission

I.   ergets vayt (H. Leivicki)                     
II.  tirtl-toybn (Yankev Glashteyn)
III. nakht (Kadya Molodowsky)
IV. a lonke tsvishn berg (Rokhl H. Korn)
V.  the meadow with the butter-flowers 

The Banshee (1925)
 Henry Cowell (b.1897 - d.1965) 

Aurora II (2022) "World Premiere"
 David Glaser (b.1952) 

Tiger (1928)
 Henry Cowell (b.1897 - d.1965) 
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Corey Rubin (b.1983)The Banshee - Henry Cowell

As a pioneer of using a performer’s hands to manipulate the strings 
of the piano, Henry Cowell is responsible for composing both the 
first, and the best works which exclusively employ this
technique. His earliest published work in the realm of string piano 
is the 1923 work Aeolian Harp, where, like a harp, the piano strings 
are strummed horizontally. His 1925 piece The Banshee explores 
manipulating the low strings of the piano vertically along the low 
strings of the piano, the effect of which is vastly different from its 
horizontal counterpart.

The bass strings on a modern piano are made from a wound copper material where the length
of the string contains many tiny ridges that become successively larger with the string’s
diameter. This allows for a fundamentally different, and more pronounced, effect than running
one’s fingers across the smooth strings of the upper register. Simply put, depending on the
speed and pressure applied by the fingers, a vast array of sounds can be elicited from this
simple action. However, nearly all of these sounds have a single trait in common - upon close
listening, there emerges a vague hint of a ghostly human voice. With light pressure and a slow
hand movement, the performer can create the sound of a sweet and distant choir. And with a
fast speed and a heavy pressure, the same strings can sound like the terrifying wail of The
Banshee.

Such an image must have played into Cowell’s conceptual design for the piece. One could
swear that there is the fabled harbinger of death from Irish folklore trapped inside the instrument
at times keening, at times wailing, and every so often screaming as the end of a life
approaches. As there will never be a more accurate means of conceptually embodying this
technique than that of a banshee, Cowell had the unique privilege of not only inventing a new
way of playing the piano, but also finding the perfect subject matter to set an audience’s
imaginations alight.

Few figures have made a more lasting impact on new music than Henry Cowell. As an intrepid
pioneer of avant-garde music making, his new approach to playing “inside” the piano astonished
audiences across the world, earning him particular recognition from the most famous composers 
in Europe. This recognition came much more slowly within the United States, as domestic 
audiences and critics were reluctant to embrace his new method of piano playing. In fact, the 
New York Times threatened to send a sports writer to cover his performances if Cowell was to 
play one more tone-cluster following his Carnegie Hall debut.

Born on March 11, 1897 in Menlo Park, California, Cowell was lauded as a child prodigy, and by
the age of ten was the subject of several psychology studies at Stanford University. These
studies led to the creation of a fund to support Cowell’s creative development, eventually
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leading him to study at UC Berkeley with noted composer and musicologist Charles Seeger.
After a brief tenure with the US Army, Cowell began touring as a concert pianist, exclusively
performing his own works. In the midst of an active performance schedule, Cowell also founded
the New Music Society of California, The Pan American Association of Composer, and served
as the founding editor and publisher for the quarterly journal, and eventual record label, “New
Music”.

Throughout his life, Cowell maintained close personal and working relationships with several of
the most recognized American avant-gardists, most notably Charles Ives. He and Ives
collaborated on the creation of many new compositional and performance techniques, often
making informal agreements as to who was allowed to include a particular sound or form first in
a composition. Cowell would go on to write the first published book about Charles Ives, though
the friendship between them came to an abrupt end in 1936 when Cowell was sentenced to
serve fifteen years in prison. While in San Quentin State Prison, he continued his compositional
output of 60 new pieces over the six years he spent incarcerated before being granted a pardon
to work for the Office of War Information in 1942. Both his artistic output and personal life were
far less radical upon his release, with many citing a new air of paranoia surrounding the
composer’s personality in his later years.

Beyond being a composer, Cowell was a passionate advocate for other contemporary American
composers, a dedicated educator, and an endlessly curious ethnomusicologist. Cowell would
teach at many of the top academic institutions in the United States and influence a whole
generation of composers. While teaching at the New School for Social Research, Cowell
mentored a young John Cage whose aleatoric notation and chance systems were a direct result
of Cowell’s compositional innovations. In the end, there is hardly a realm of artistic society which
hasn’t felt the influence of this American legend. As leading Cowell scholar and biographer Joel
Sachs so aptly stated “The problem with Henry Cowell is that if you had invented his life, no one
would believe it.”
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Commissioned by Timothy Beyer, Aurora II is the second piece 
that I’ve written for NoExit.Thank you, Tim, for the opportunity to be 
working with this excellent ensemble again.

I had intended this to be a relatively light piece, thinking that it would 
have the qualities of a serenade or divertimento. That is certainly 
how it opens, with the very fast flute line playing against brief, 
repeated motives played by the strings. This opening section blends 
into a slower and more lyrical section and the piece then alternates between these two types of 
music, (with occasional reminiscences of the fast music in the slow sections) making this one-
movement work less a serenade and more like a rondo.

David Glaser was born in Manhattan in 1952 and studied at Hunter College (BA), Queens
College (MA) and Columbia University (DMA) where he worked with Mario Davidovsky,
George Edwards, Martin Boykan and Jack Beeson. He has received a Fromm Foundation
commission, a grant from the Alice M. Ditson Fund of Columbia University, an Academy
Award in Music from the American Academy of Arts and Letters, the Roger Shapiro Fund for
New Music, a CAP Grant and a Margaret Fairbank Jory Copying Assistance Grant from the
American Music Center, and Fellowships from the MacDowell Colony and Wellesley Composer
Conference. He has been composer-in-residence at the NewMusic@ECU Festival in
Greenville, NC in 2006 and again in 2009. His music has been commissioned by the NewMusic@
ECU festival for Christopher Grymes, Parthenia – a Consort of Viols, the New York New Music 
Ensemble, Judith Kellock, Susan Narucki, Linda Larson, the Cygnus Ensemble, No Exit, the 
Peconic Chamber Orchestra, the New Jersey Percussion Ensemble and Glaux, the new music 
ensemble of Temple University. His music is published by APNM. He is past President of the 
United States section of the League of Composers/ISCM and is currently serving on its board. He 
also serves on the board of APNM and is president of the board of Parthenia, a consort of viols.

The American Academy of Arts and Letters describes his work as “…subtly potent…”

He is Professor of Music at Stern College for Women of Yeshiva University in New York.

A CD of his music Kinesis (TROY1343) is available on the Albany Records label.

Corey Rubin (b.1983)Aurora II - David Glaser
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Corey Rubin (b.1983)Tiger - Henry Cowell

Though Cowell’s earth-shakingly intense solo piano piece Tiger, composed in 1928 as 
one of a set of two short works, exhibits a more traditional approach to pianistic virtuosity 
than The Banshee, it is no less rooted in the avant-garde. For this work, Cowell used 
one of his other flagship piano techniques, using the pianist’s forearms to strike many 
keys simultaneously. 

The concept of varying levels of intensity as a compositional framework provides a great 
insight into the dramatic nature of this piece. To begin, Cowell uses slowly manipulated 
triadic harmonies, resembling a cruel caricature of Prokofiev’s solo piano writing. This 
motif returns again and again throughout the piece and represents something of a 
dramatic midpoint - not quite berserk, but far from placid. Once the variations on this 
triadic manipulation employ the pianist’s forearms, the berserk moniker is in full effect, 
embodying the furious end of the dramatic spectrum. The opposite can be heard in the 
final motif, where a slow single note melodic line marks an unsettling interlude between 
a flurry of raging storms. All together, these three states create a backdrop to illuminate 
the inner workings of a wild animal, capable of both immaculate patience and dangerous 
ferocity. 
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Corey Rubin (b.1983)Butter-Iider - Max Friedman

In fulfillment of my candidacy for the Masters in Fine Arts in Music 
Composition and Theory degree at Brandeis University, Butter-lider 
is a musical setting of prerecorded samples 
of four Yiddish texts, recited by the writers themselves. I intend for 
these sounds to showcase the musicality of a language that has 
previously been stereotyped as a “jargon” and 
had its cultural products neglected and ridiculed even by its own 
members. I also wish for this project to investigate the role that 
recordings and preservationist ideologies have had 
in redefining Yiddish language and culture across today’s vibrant and ongoing resurgence of 
interest. In addition to archival research and original composition, this project has required me 
to analyze and translate the texts. The recordings, made between 1950 and 1965 at Montreal’s 
Jewish Public Library, have been graciously provided by the Yiddish Book Center’s Digital Library 
of Archival Recordings; the music I have composed is meant to be performed live by a six-
member ensemble alongside these recordings. 

This project will take the words of six modern Yiddish writers at face value to make something 
radically new. The voices of H. Leivick, Yankev Glatshteyn, Kadya Molodowsky, and Rokhl H. 
Korn, transmitted through and out of decades of technological time, loom large over the live 
music. My additions respond to the musicality of their vocal patterns, my interpretations of their 
texts, and technology’s idiosyncrasies. I hope to facilitate a dialogue, across artistic media, across 
time and space, between these writers’ unique perspectives, and my own, on what it means to 
make Yiddish art. I refuse to fall into the elitist and insulting narrative of “elevating” a folk tradition 
by bringing it to classical music spaces. Rather, I hope to platform and participate within this living 
culture so that it may reach new audiences and new generations, and to offer another medium, 
another language, through which to tell Yiddish narratives. 

When many people think about the Yiddish language (if they think about it at all), they jump to 
feelings of sadness, nostalgia, and grief for a culture whose time has passed. The traumas that 
Jews have endured throughout our history are certainly embedded in this beautiful, haunting 
language. Or maybe they jump to the Yiddish language’s influence on humor in the United States, 
thinking not so much of the art and cultural particularity that goes into Yiddish-language wit, as if 
because something is in Yiddish it is strange and exotic and does not belong – and is therefore 
funny? However, my mame-loshn (mother tongue) is so much more than its tragedies, its shtick, 
and the other various categorizations and limitations imposed upon it. It’s so much bigger, more 
beautiful, more interesting than one might fetishize as “authentic,” or than what might only be 
framed in the past tense. This language and its culture makers were and are comic, tragic, daring, 
and cutting-edge. Most importantly, they are alive. I wish for Yiddish to have as wonderful and 
wild a present and future as it has a past. 
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One of my favorite aspects of today’s Yiddishkeyt, with which I am only just beginning to become 
acquainted, is its ability to select what it wishes from the past to form the basis of its reality. Its 
openness, its safeness, its kindness is the result of the labor of people who have been in this 
space much longer than I have. The ways I choose to express my Jewishness through music and 
my love of Yiddish are, of course, only part of the broader picture of what it means to be Jewish, 
but necessary parts nonetheless. Similarly, I wish for this project to be a sample, not a summary, 
of what Yiddish classical music can sound like. 

I have many people to thank: the writers; Yiddish Book Center Academic Director Mindl Cohen for 
the original inspiration for and her persistent encouragement of this project; James Praznik and 
No Exit New Music Ensemble, who have graciously commissioned this piece; my masters thesis 
advisor, Yu-Hui Chang, who has shared so much compositional wisdom; the phenomenal artists 
who offered their invaluable feedback along the way, David Rakowski, Erin Gee, Taylor Ackley, 
Kurt Rohde, Linda Catlin Smith, Alex Weiser, Stanley Friedman, and Ryan Johnston; my Yiddish 
mentor, Ellen Kellman, and, of course, my family and friends for helping me realize my love of 
music and my love of Yiddish. 

Max Friedman is a Memphis-based composer, trumpet player, Yiddishist, and avant-klezmer. 
His music, frequently inspired by rocks, interplanetary space, bagels, fish, and parasites, has 
been performed by Yarn/Wire, Hub New Music, the Lydian String Quartet, Ekmeles, Ensemble 
Dal Niente, the Brown University Orchestra, and the Boston-based Horizon Ensemble. Max holds 
degrees from Brown University (AB ‘20) and Brandeis University (MFA ‘22), and his mentors have 
included Eric Nathan, Wang Lu, Shawn Jaeger, David Rakowski, Yu-Hui Chang, Erin Gee, Taylor 
Ackley, and Ellen Kellman. An advanced Yiddish student and translator, Max was a 2021 Steiner 
Program Fellow at the Yiddish Book Center, and in 2022 attended the YIVO-Bard Uriel Weinreich 
Yiddish Summer Program. 

As an active trumpet player in orchestral, contemporary classical, klezmer, and improvised 
settings, Max has performed as part of the New England Philharmonic, the Brown University 
Orchestra, Yarmulkazi (Brown’s klezmer band), and various student-organized recitals and 
theatrical productions. He often performs his own solo work and collaborates with other artists. 

When not intentionally making sounds happen, Max enjoys consuming sci-fi and fantasy books 
and podcasts, getting lost in forests, and riding public transportation. 
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What would Sisyphus dream?
 
According to Greek mythology, Sisyphus offended the gods in 
numerous ways, but especially by cheating Death, so that he would 
not die. His punishment was that he would be required to roll an 
immense boulder up a hill, only to have the boulder roll back down 
again as he reached the top. He would then have to repeat this task 
continually throughout eternity.
 
If we presume that Sisyphus would have the opportunity to dream, what would be in his 
dreams? Would they be nightmares, or would they perhaps be dreams of pleasure and 
happiness? Would his dreams confront his plight, would they provide an escape from the reality 
of his existence, or might they become a separate reality that would form the essence of his 
being?
 
We might regard Sisyphus’ situation as a kind of hell, which is probably what the gods who 
administered the punishment intended. In his brief essay The Myth of Sisyphus (1942), which is 
one of the pillars of existentialist philosophy, Albert Camus presented a different possibility.  (Two 
years later Jean-Paul Sartre addressed the issue of hell in his play No Exit.) Camus suggested 
that by accepting the absurdity of the plight, and by embracing the struggle itself, Sisyphus could 
achieve happiness.
 
In my composition The Dream of Sisyphus I did not attempt to depict the story of Sisyphus 
in any literal way, nor did I attempt to deal directly with the concepts presented in the essay by 
Camus. In fact, the piece was completed before I determined its title. My goal for this piece was 
to somehow address the extraordinary struggles currently facing society and individuals in our 
complex and frustrating world. With this idea on my mind during the compositional process and 
afterward, thoughts of the plight of Sisyphus came to me increasingly often. There was something 
about this myth, both in the ancient versions and in the interpretation of Camus, that seemed to 
relate to significant aspects of our current struggles. We fight battles to achieve something that 
is good, but we realize that it is only a matter of time before the rock rolls back down the hill, and 
we have to fight those battles again. Camus might encourage us to find fulfillment in the struggles 
themselves. There is no doubt that elements of these struggles haunt the dreams of many people 
today, which led me to wonder, “What would Sisyphus dream?”
 
 
The Dream of Sisyphus is made up of three contrasting sections. The opening section, which is 
generally quiet and calm, begins with very high pitches played in the crotales, accompanied by a 
high-pitch drone played by the violin. Other sonorities appear and melodic lines emerge and fade.
 
The second section is far more aggressive, consisting of sudden loud outbursts and relentless 

Corey Rubin (b.1983)The Dream of Sisyphus - Frank Wiley
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ostinatos. This section is largely driven by strong rhythmic patterns played by the marimba.  
Moments of calm are interrupted by returns of aggressive material. A brief percussion solo leads 
to the final section.
 
In the final section solos in the bass clarinet and the alto flute lead to a single sonority followed 
by gently activated quiet material. The members of the ensemble gradually expand and transform 
sonorities by improvising pitch orders and free, irregular rhythms based on the pitch material 
provided. After this material fades to silence, the piece closes with a quiet percussion solo.
 
The Dream of Sisyphus was commissioned by NoExit for the 2022-2023 season. I am delighted 
at having the opportunity to work with Tim Beyer and the wonderful musicians of No Exit for this 
project. This ensemble continues to make an extraordinary contribution to the musical life of 
Northeast Ohio and to the world of new music far beyond the borders of the state. It is a great 
honor for me that The Dream of Sisyphus is being premiered by NoExit.

Frank Wiley is active as a composer, conductor, and visual artist. He is an emeritus faculty 
member of the Hugh A. Glauser School of Music at Kent State University, where he taught 
courses in composition, music theory, and music history. He was Co-Director and Conductor 
of the Kent State University New Music Ensemble, which he founded in 1979. For 14 years he 
also served as Director of the Kent State University Orchestra. He is a winner of the Kent State 
University Distinguished Teaching Award.  He joined the faculty of Kent State University in 1979, 
after teaching at the University of North Carolina at Wilmington from 1976 to 1979.
 
His compositions, which include solo instrumental and vocal, chamber, orchestral, choral, and 
electronic music, have been performed throughout the United States, as well as in Europe and 
the Far East, by many soloists and ensembles. He has been the recipient of numerous grants 
and awards for his work as a composer. He is a member of the American Society of Composers, 
Authors and Publishers (ASCAP) and the Cleveland Composers Guild. His music is published 
by Acoma Editions, Ludwig Music Publishing Co., Hinshaw Music, and C. Alan Publications, 
and is recorded on AMP Recordings, Albany Records, Centaur Records, Truemedia Records, 
Peppermint Records, Ap-Art, and Kentuckiana Recordings.
 
He received his Bachelor of Music degree in Organ Performance and his Master of Music degree 
in Composition at the University of North Carolina, Chapel Hill, where he studied organ with 
Rudolph Kremer and composition with Roger Hannay. He holds a Doctor of Musical Arts degree 
in Composition from the Cleveland Institute of Music and Case Western Reserve University, 
where his principal teacher was Donald Erb. He also studied orchestral conducting with Thomas 
Briccetti.



As a typical genre of Romanticism, nocturne reached the most 
persuasive expression in the works of Frédéric Chopin, Robert 
Schumann, Franz Liszt, Gabriel Fauré and other 19th century 
composers. Inspired by the night’s magnetism, dreams and 
contemplation, they created works of special beauty, emotional 
depth, and intimacy. 

In my composition I tried to extend the traditional frame of nocturne, 
drawing inspiration from our contemporary life. The cities never get quiet, they just change their 
faces during the night. Night doesn’t only evoke romantic feelings, but for some of us it is a time 
of concentrated intellectual work and rising creative imagination. That’s why this composition also 
contains sections that are far from traditional models. 

The form of this work offers simultaneously three views. It consists of nine parts, marked Lirico 
- Piu agitato - Appassionato - Misterioso - Canzona - Spiritoso. Con tensions graduale - Molto 
espressivo, bramoso - Quasi melancolico - Molto calmo (in the fifth part, Canzona, the viola solo 
briefly reminds me of a tune of Bohemian mediaeval song, Dear Night, Why so Long?). These 
sections are grouped in larger structural blocks (A-B-A’-B’). Eventually, the homogeneity of 
musical language and interconnections of formal ties enable the perception of this piece as one 
unified whole. 

Nocturnes was composed in 2017 as a commission by the U.S. ensemble NoExit. 

Ladislav Kubík was born in Prague, Czechoslovakia, in 1946. He studied composition and music 
theory at the Prague Academy of Music, receiving his Master’s degree in 1970 and DM equivalent 
in 1980. His compositional career has achieved prominence through 16 international and national 
awards which include the Guggenheim Fellowship, distinction at the International Rostrum of 
Composers UNESCO in Paris for Lament of a Warrior’s Wife (1974) and Concerto No.1 for 
Piano and Orchestra (1978); the Intervision Prize for the television ballet Song of Man (1986); 
1st Prize in the International Franz Kafka Composition Competition for Der Weg (1993); 1st 
Prize in the U.S. NACWPI Composition Contest for Two Episodes for Bass Clarinet, Piano, and 
Percussion (1995); 2nd Prize in the World Music Contest, Kerkrade, Netherlands, for Symphony 
for Winds and Percussion (1995); and 2nd Prize in the New England Chamber Music Competition 
in Boston for Angels and Airplanes (1998). Two times he was awarded the Florida Arts Council 
Individual Artist Fellowship (1998, 2005). In addition to these awards, he was a finalist of Prix 
Italia, Venice (1977); International New Music Competition, Miami (1989); and a semi-finalist of 
the Leonard Bernstein International Competition, Jerusalem (1997).Kubík’s works have been 
commissioned by Radio France, String Quartet No.1 (1981) and Concerto Grosso (1987); the 
Salzburg Festival (through the assistance of the Mozarteum Foundation, Austria), Divertimento 
No.1, “Bläserharmonie” for Winds (1988); Centro para la Difúsion de la Música Contemporánea, 

Corey Rubin (b.1983)Nocturnes - Ladislav Kubík
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Madrid, Spain, Trio for Violin, Cello, and Piano (1988); Centre International de la Musique pour 
Voix d’Enfants, Paris, France, The Blue Bird (1989); the Czech Music Fund, Wolkeriana (1982), 
Trio for Violin, Viola, and Cello (1983), To the Earth of Future (1984); Florida Music Teachers 
Association, Elegy in Two Movements (1995), and other prominent organizations.. He has 
received grants from the National Association of College Wind and Percussion Instructors, State 
of Florida, Michigan State University and Florida State University. 

Besides commissions, awards, and grants, Kubík has also gained international attention through 
acclaimed performances of his music in 24 countries of North and South America, Europe, Asia, 
and Australia. 

Kubík has served as an adjudicator for various international and national competitions, such as 
the Queen Marie José International Composition Competition, Geneva, Switzerland (1986); the 
International Chamber Music Contest, Paris, France (1985); Concorso Accademia Briccialdi, 
Rome, Italy (1981, 1983, 1985); Prix Italia. Lecce, Italy (1981); Prague Spring International Music 
Competition, Prague, Czechoslovakia (1986); International Trumpet Guild Composition Contest 
(1993); The Percussion Art Society Composition Competition, USA (1993); and the National 
Federation of Music Clubs Young Composers Competition, USA (1992, 1993). With the support 
of the Florida State University, he sponsors his own contest, The Ladislav Kubík International 
Prize in Composition, which since 1995 has rapidly developed as one of the major composition 
contests world-wide, attracting young composers from more than 30 countries.Since 1994, he 
also has been President of the Czech-American Summer Music Institute and Artistic Director and 
lecturer of the yearly CASMI International Summer Program in Composition in Prague, Czech 
Republic. 

In 1991, Kubík accepted a faculty position as Professor of Composition at the Florida State 
University, Tallahassee, FL. At FSU he developed a vibrant composition studio, as proven by 
numerous awards of his students in various national and international competitions. Prior to 
joining the FSU faculty he taught at both the Prague Conservatory and Charles University of 
Prague, and the University of South Florida in Tampa. He also worked for Czechoslovak Radio 
and the Association of Czech Composers and Concert Artists. At the Florida State University he 
serves as Chairman of the FSU Biennial Festival of New Music. 
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Corey Rubin (b.1983)Special Guest -  Shuai Wang

Steinway Artist Shuai Wang is recognized internationally as an accomplished soloist, recitalist 
and chamber musician. She has performed extensively in major venues such as Lincoln Center, 
Merkin Hall, and Symphony Space in New York, the Kennedy Center and Phillips Collection in 
Washington D.C., the Dame Myra Hess Concert Series in Chicago, the Gardner Museum in 
Boston. She tours regularly throughout China and Europe, and has served as a guest artist at 
dozens of universities, conservatories and arts academies throughout the United States and 
abroad.

Dr. Wang performs frequently as a chamber musician with principles players and musicians 
from The Cleveland Orchestra, Philadelphia Orchestra, Dallas Symphony, Baltimore Symphony, 
National Symphony, Tucson Symphony, and Indianapolis Symphony. As a soloist with orchestra, 
she has appeared with the Cleveland Philharmonic Orchestra, Canton Symphony Orchestra, 
Tianjin Symphony Orchestra, Cleveland Institute of Music Orchestra, Heights Chamber 
Symphony, Suburban Symphony Orchestra, and the Cleveland State University Symphony 
Orchestra.

As an orchestral pianist, Dr. Wang has performed under the baton of Ton Koopman (The 
Cleveland Orchestra), JoAnn Falletta (Buffalo Philharmonic), Gerhardt Zimmermann (Canton 
Symphony), and Robert Moody (Columbus Symphony). She is also a devoted advocate for 
contemporary music, regularly commissioning, premiering, and performing works by living 
composers.

Born in Tianjin, China, she was the first prize winner at the National Piano Competition in China 
at the age of eight. With a full scholarship, she came to the United States to study piano at the 
Interlochen Arts Academy in Michigan. Her studies continued with training at the Cleveland 
Institute of Music where she subsequently earned dual master’s degrees in piano performance 
and collaborative piano, as well as an artist diploma in collaborative piano and a DMA in piano 
performance. Her teachers and mentors have included Paul Schenly, Daniel Shapiro, Anita 
Pontromoli, and Sergei Babayan.
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Dr. Wang is currently on the faculty of the Cleveland Institute of Music where she teaches 
piano and chamber music. During the summer, she teaches at the Interlochen Arts Camp and 
InterHarmony International Music Festival in Italy.
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noexit Personnel

Violinist Cara Tweed’s playing has been described as “dazzling” and “captivating”, finding 
“nuance and character in every part of the phrase”. As a musician, she embraces the classical 
canon but eagerly explores new music that spans a variety of genres. Cara is a founding member 
of the Cleveland based chamber groups noexit and Almeda Trio and has performed in concert 
halls throughout the United States and abroad.

After throwing a tantrum in a toy store because her mother would not buy her a Mickey Mouse 
violin, Cara began studying the violin at age five at The Cleveland Institute of Music’s Sato 
Center for Suzuki Studies. She holds degrees in violin performance from The Cleveland Institute 
of Music and Cleveland State University and counts David Updegraff and Paul Kantor among her 
most influential teachers.

Cara was the principal second violinist of the Opera Cleveland Orchestra from 2004-2010 and 
has been a member of The Canton Symphony, City Music Cleveland, red {an orchestra} and 
the Spoleto USA festival orchestra. She has performed as a violin soloist with The Cleveland 
Philharmonic, Cleveland State University Orchestra, The Marion Philharmonic and Cleveland’s 
Suburban Symphony.

An avid educator, Cara has maintained a private violin studio for over ten years. She has been on 
the faculty of Cleveland State University, The Aurora School of Music and The Music Settlement. 
Currently, Cara teaches at Laurel School in Shaker Heights, where she directs their Music 
Academy. Cara also enjoys conducting and coaching chamber music and has given Master 
Classes throughout the United States.

Cara lives in Cleveland Heights with her husband, Cellist Nicholas Diodore, and their young 
sons.                 
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Violist James Rhodes is a sought after performer and music educator. He has performed in 
concerts throughout the United States and Europe. He has studied with teachers Dr. David 
Dalton (BYU), Dr. Minor Wetzel (Los Angeles Philharmonic), and Mark Jackobs (Cleveland 
Orchestra, Cleveland Institute of Music). He holds a bachelor’s degree from Cal State Fullerton, 
and a master’s degree in viola performance from the Cleveland Institute of Music. While 
attending CIM, James received his Suzuki training with Kimberly Meier-Sims. He currently 
preforms as a freelance violist and as a member of the Cleveland based BlueWater Chamber 
Orchestra, and NoExit, Cleveland’s premier new music ensemble. James is a co-founder of 
DadBand, a two-viola two-cello crossover string quartet. As a music educator, James has served 
on the faculty of Timberline Middle School in Alpine, Utah where he directed the orchestra 
program and he has also been a faculty member of The Cleveland Music School Settlement 
where he taught viola/violin, and directed youth orchestras. He currently is the music director 
at Hudson Montessori School in Hudson, Ohio where he directs the Conservatory of Music, 
teaches Suzuki viola and violin, directs ensembles, coaches chamber music, and teaches 
classroom music to students ages 3-14. He is the co-founder of the Western Reserve Chamber 
Festival, also located in Hudson, Ohio. James enjoys sports, the outdoors, history, and spending 
time with his wife Carrie, and their four children Rebecca, James, David, and Isaac.
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Cellist Nicholas Diodore was born in Marion, Indiana to a musical family and quickly established 
a reputation as a very talented cellist. He won several competitions and was the recipient of 
many awards before attending high school. He received his early musical instruction from 
Geoffrey Lapin of the Indianapolis Symphony.

Mr. Diodore attended high school at Interlochen Arts Academy in Michigan. There, as a 
student of Crispin Campbell, he excelled in the study of 20th century compositions as well as in 
chamber music. During the time he spent there, Mr. Diodore was a prize winner at the Fischoff 
International Chamber Music competition and the Grand Prize winner of the Downbeat Magazine 
Chamber Music Competition. He graduated in 1995 with the highest honors in both music and 
academics. In 1996 Mr. Diodore attended the Cleveland Institute of Music where he was a 
student of Alan Harris. While at CIM he also studied with Merry Peckham of the Cavani Quartet 
and with Richard Weiss, assistant principle cellist of the Cleveland Orchestra. He performed in 
the master-classes of Paul Katz and Gary Hoffman.

Mr. Diodore participated in several well-known summer music festivals. He was one of the 
youngest participants in the Quartet Program at Bucknell University. From 1996 to 1999 he 
spent his summers at the Aspen Music Festival where he held third chair in the Aspen Chamber 
Orchestra. In 2000 and 2001 he was accepted to participate in the Cayman Islands Music 
Festival. Currently Mr. Diodore holds a faculty position at the Aurora School of Music and the 
Cleveland Music School Settlement. In addition to maintaining a large private studio his duties 
include regular performances of solo and chamber music. He also serves on the board of 
directors of the Cleveland Cello Society.
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Pianist/composer Nicholas Underhill holds a Masters Degree in Piano from the New England 
Conservatory of Music. His teachers include Konrad Wolff, Katja Andy, Edmund Battersby and 
Russell Sherman. Well known in Boston, New York City and Cleveland as a champion of new 
music for the piano, he has performed solo recitals in Carnegie Recital Hall, Weill Recital Hall 
and Merkin Concert Hall. He was featured in the prestigious Dame Myra Hess Memorial concerts 
in Chicago in 1991. His collaborative recitals include programs with his wife, Mary Kay Fink. He 
has taught piano at Mount Union College and Hiram College, and has performed on numerous 
occasions with the Cleveland Ballet Orchestra, the Cleveland Chamber Symphony and  the 
Cleveland Chamber Collective.

As a composer, Underhill’s music has been performed by the Cleveland Orchestra, the Ohio 
Music Teachers Association, The Fortnightly Musical Club, The Cleveland Flute Society, The 
Gramercy Trio, Cleveland Orchestra players Mary Kay Fink, Takako Masame, Lisa Boyko, 
Richard King, and pianist Randall Hodgkinson.
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Flutist Sean Gabriel earned performance degrees from the Baldwin Wallace Conservatory of 
Music and the Indiana University School of Music, his principal teachers being William Hebert 
and James Pellerite. Sean began his performing career in the 1980s with the Ohio Chamber 
Orchestra and the Cleveland Ballet Orchestra. Currently, Mr. Gabriel is the principal flutist of the 
Blue Water Chamber Orchestra and the Cleveland Chamber Symphony. With the latter group, 
Mr. Gabriel has participated in dozens of world-premiere performances and recordings including 
a Grammy Award-winning recording of Olivier Messiaen’s Oiseaux Exotiques featuring pianist, 
Angelin Chang. Mr. Gabriel also recorded founding music director, Edwin London’s work entitled 
Scenes for Flute and Orchestra. Other composers that have written works for Sean Gabriel 
include:  Matthew Greenbaum, Eric Ziolek, JingJing Luo, Loris Chobanian and Greg D’Alessio. 
Sean is proud to be a member of the No Exit ensemble, furthering the promotion of new music in 
the Cleveland area and beyond. 

Mr. Gabriel serves on the music faculties of the Baldwin Wallace Conservatory and the Cleveland 
State University, where he is a frequent recitalist in both solo and chamber music programs 
and has been a soloist with both university’s major ensembles. He enjoys bringing rarely heard 
repertoire to the concert stage and has been an eager supporter of local composers in premiering 
new works.

Along with his interest in contemporary music, Sean Gabriel has been an active performer of 
early music, having a long time association with the Baldwin Wallace University Bach Festivals 
and Riemenschneider Bach Institute, where he has presented a series of recitals featuring the 
complete flute sonatas of J.S. Bach. Mr. Gabriel is also a member of the Maud Powell Society for 
Music Education and has given lectures on music history at Cleveland-area high schools. 

Sean Gabriel has been a member of the Erie Philharmonic Orchestra for over two decades 
and served as principal flute of the Opera Cleveland Orchestra from 2002 to 2010. He has also 
performed with the Akron Symphony, Lyric Opera Cleveland and Cleveland Pops Orchestra. 
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Clarinetist Gunnar Owen Hirthe, a Wisconsin native is an active performer of contemporary 
and classical clarinet music. As clarinet soloist for the noexit New Music Ensemble, he regularly 
premiers new works for solo clarinet and chamber ensemble by local and internationally 
acclaimed composers. Gunnar is also Adjunct Instructor of Clarinet at the College of Wooster in 
Ohio, where he maintains a studio of both music education and non-music majors, and just had 
the privilege of performing Scott McAllister’s X Concerto for Clarinet, Strings & Piano (1996) with 
the Wooster Symphony Orchestra.

Gunnar has had the privilege to perform with professional chamber, wind, orchestral and faculty 
ensembles throughout the Midwest; with Arlo Guthrie at Carnegie Hall in New York; with Andrea 
Bocelli and the Cleveland Pops; and to collaborate with such contemporary classical composers 
as: Keith Fitch, Andrew Rindfleisch, David Lang, Steven Stucky, Sean Shepherd, Nils Vigelund, 
Michael Quell, Greg D’Allesio, Kieran McMillan, Amy Williams, Roger Zahab, Mikel Kuehn, John 
McCowen, Hong-Da Chin, Christopher Goddard, Christopher Stark and Dai Fujikura (to name 
a few).  He was also a soloist with the Green Bay Youth Symphony, The Ohio State University 
Symphony Orchestra in Columbus, the Suburban Symphony Orchestra in Cleveland, and the 
Pittsburgh New Music Ensemble.

A doctoral candidate at Bowling Green State University's Doctoral Program in Contemporary 
Music under the mentorship of Mr. Kevin W. Schempf, Gunnar is currently working on his 
dissertation titled Identity in the Clarinet Music of Michael Finnissy and Evan Ziporyn. This 
research aims to bring further understanding to the world of music inspired by cultures other 
than what we experience in the Western art music tradition and what these intersections mean to 
these composers, the performer and their audiences. BGSU’s distinguished doctoral program is 
focused on the artistic specialization of music from the 20th and 21st centuries from traditional to 
experimental and avant-garde to electronic.

Gunnar has taught individuals from beginners to retirees and music students from elementary to 



college.  During his time at the Cleveland Institute of Music, he performed and taught individual 
and group lessons via high-def internet connection to various venues throughout the United 
States as part of their nationally recognized Distance Learning Program.  While at The Ohio State 
and Bowling Green State Universities, Gunnar was a teaching assistant for the clarinet studios, 
teaching applied clarinet to music majors and non-majors of all levels and coaching woodwind 
chamber ensembles. He spent much of his doctorate as a teaching assistant for Exploring Music: 
A Social Experience, where the focus centers on connecting non-musicians with the sounds 
and music they encounter everyday and providing a perspective to understand music in a social 
context both historically and currently.

He has earned Bachelor’s Degrees in Music Education and Performance from the University of 
Kentucky with Dr. Scott J. Wright; a Master’s Degree in Music Performance from The Ohio State 
University with Mr. James M. Pyne; and has a Professional Studies Diploma from the Cleveland 
Institute of Music where he studied with world-renowned clarinetist and former Principal 
Clarinetist of the Cleveland Orchestra, Mr. Franklin Cohen.
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Percussionist Luke Rinderknecht has performed as percussion soloist with The Cleveland 
Orchestra (Paul Creston’s Concerto for Marimba), CityMusic Cleveland (Avner Dorman’s Uzu and 
Muzu from Kakaruzu), and the Cleveland Youth Wind Symphony (James Basta’s Concerto for 
Marimba). Equally at home in chamber music and orchestral settings, he has premiered dozens 
of new works with the New Juilliard Ensemble, Metropolis Ensemble, and in recital. He was 
recently appointed principal percussion of CityMusic and is excited to join noexit, Cleveland’s new 
music ensemble. Last season he appeared with Alarm Will Sound, Ensemble ACJW, Metropolis 
Ensemble, Glank, the Cleveland Orchestra, the Buffalo Philharmonic Orchestra, and the West 
Virginia Symphony. In previous seasons he has also appeared with the Metropolitan Opera, Qatar 
Philharmonic, Dirty Projectors, Festival Chamber Music, St. Luke’s Chamber Orchestra, Virginia 
Symphony, and in the pit of Broadway’s Legally Blonde. 

He can be heard with The Buffalo Philharmonic Orchestra on their double Grammy award-winning 
recording of John Corigliano’s Mr. Tambourine Man, as well as with The Knights on three albums 
from Sony Classical. He completed Bachelor and Master of Music degrees at Juilliard, where he 
studied with Daniel Druckman, Gordon Gottlieb, and Greg Zuber, and received the Peter Mennin 
Prize for outstanding achievement and leadership in music. In the summers he is a faculty artist 
at the Bowdoin International Music Festival in Brunswick, Maine, and has also performed at the 
Marlboro, Castleton, Verbier, Barbican Blaze, BBC Proms, and Seoul Drum festivals. Luke grew 
up in Shaker Heights and is delighted to call the Lomond neighborhood home once again. 
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Artistic director/composer and Cleveland native, Timothy Beyer creates music imbued with an 
expressive and singular voice. Tim has been active as both a composer and performer in an 
eclectic range of musical mediums. He has composed for a variety of concert music genres, has 
scored for film, dance, and has produced many works in the electronic music idiom. Much of 
Tim’s early acclaim came from his inventive use of narrative in his electronic compositions, and 
this same sensibility pervades his concert music which has been described as something “...
found only in our dreams, or nightmares…” (The Washington Post). 

Early in his career, Tim spent his time as a touring musician, most notably as a founding member, 
composer and trombonist for the group Pressure Drop. Tim’s music has been performed 
throughout the U.S. and Europe by a variety of soloists and ensembles. He is currently working 
on several recording projects including a vocal/electronic collaboration with composer Andrew 
Rindfleisch, a collection of his works written for the Minnesota-based ensemble Zeitgeist and a 
CD featuring his ‘amputate’ series of electroacoustic compositions, the first four of which were 
created for cellist David Russell, flutist Carlton Vickers, pianist Jenny Lin and violinist Hasse 
Borup. 

Tim also writes children’s books including a retelling of Dante Alighieri’s Inferno for ages 6+ 
and the history-based storybook Der sehr ungezogene Junge. His most recent effort, Bat and 
Squirrel, is due to be released in 2022. 
 
“…as much poetry as it was music.”
-The Washington Post

“...tones that sounded like the authentic vocalizations of a spirit, gurgling unintelligibly from the other side...
shifting textures as the excellent upper strings created the sonic equivalent of a halo, or perhaps more 
threatening aura...”
-Cleveland Classical
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Associate director/composer James Praznik is a composer, conductor, and pianist whose work 
has garnered acclaim among his peers as well as audiences. As a composer of highly expressive 
music, James has composed music for concerts, stage productions and commercial videogames. 
He has participated in the Interlochen Composer’s Institute and the Cleveland State Composer’s 
Recording Institute, and received honors such as the University of Akron Outstanding Composer 
Award on two occasions the University of Akron Outstanding Pianist Award, and the Bain Murray 
Award for Music.

James has been a guest composer, arranger, pianist and conductor for the “Monsterpianos!” 
concerts in Akron, Ohio, and through the Cleveland Contemporary Players workshops he 
received recordings of his pieces made by some of today’s leading virtuosi. He has been 
commissioned by the new music ensemble “noexit”, and NASA in conjunction with the Cleveland 
Ingenuity Festival.  His music has been performed at E.J. Thomas Hall, Cleveland State 
University, The University of Akron, The Cleveland Museum of Contemporary Art, The Cleveland 
Ingenuity Festival, Brandeis University and Wellesley College. As a pianist and a proponent of 
other composers’ music, James has performed on The Ohio State University new music concerts, 
the Kentucky New Music Festival electro‐acoustic concerts, and as a member of the Akron New 
Music Ensemble. He is an associate director of “noexit”, a Cleveland based new music ensemble, 
and is an original member of “Duo Approximate”, a group that performs live soundtracks to silent 
films. Recently James created sound effects for the film “Shockwaves” by media artist Kasumi.

He holds a bachelor’s degree in composition and theory from the University of Akron where he 
studied compostion with Daniel McCarthy and Nikola Resanovic (as well as piano under Philip 
Thomson) , and has recently received a master’s degree in composition at Cleveland State 
University where he studied with Andrew Rindfleisch and Greg D’Alessio. Currently James is 
aPhD canidate at Brandeis University where he studies with Eric Chasalow, David Rakowski and 
Yu-Hui Chang.



Art director Edwin Wade an ohio native is a modernist printmaker and painter. Edwin designs 
all the print and web materials and is responsible for the visual aesthetic of noexit. An avid Mid-
Century Modern collector, Edwin’s work has been featured on HGTV’s Design Star and NBC’s 
Extreme Home Builders.

His work can be found on Etsy, Minted and Just Modern Home Decor in Palm Springs, CA

https://www.etsy.com/shop/EdwinWade
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Black Friday Sale going on now!
SAVE 30%
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Act one begins

... WITH INVESTMENT BY CUYAHOGA ARTS & CULTURE

Cuyahoga Arts & Culture (CAC) uses public dollars 
approved by you to bring arts and culture to every 
corner of our County. From grade schools to senior 
centers to large public events and investments to 
small neighborhood art projects and educational 
outreach, we are leveraging your investment for  
everyone to experience.

Visit cacgrants.org/impact to learn more.

Your Investment:  
Strengthening Community

Beck Center for the Arts
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The best way to let us know that you like what we’re doing
 is with your generous support.

noexit is a 501(c)(3) organization so any donation that you make is tax deductible.

Please visit our website to donate and stay informed

All NoExit ensemble and individual photographs are courtesy of 
Steven Mastroianni / stevenmastroianni.com. Photo of Henry Cowell on page six by Imogen 

Cunningham.
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noexit t-shirts
Introducing our new tshirt with visuals influenced by the Bauhaus and imagery from Cleveland's 

history. Get yours while they last. 

new 2021design

vintage 2018 design

vintage 2018 design
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ubin (b.1983)Upcoming Events

New Works

NoExit will be performing brand new world premiere works by David Glaser, Frank Wiley and 
Max Friedman. Also included on the program will be music by Henry Cowell and Vladislav Kubik. 

Featuring special guest, pianist Shuai Wang. 

Praxis Fiber Workshop - Thursday., December 1 at 7:00 pm
SPACES  - Saturday, December 3 at 8:00 pm

Kent State University - Friday, December 9 at 7:30 pm

NoExit And Zeitgeist: Here And There

Once again NoExit and the Saint Paul, Minnesota-Based  new music ensemble Zeitgeist will be 
performing a collaborative series of concerts in Northeast Ohio. World premiere music by Philip 
Blackburn, Jonathan Posthuma and Luis Daniel Jiménez Rojas among others.  Featuring special 

guest, pianist Rob Kovacs. 
 

Cleveland State University - Thursday, February 2 at 8:00 pm
SPACES - Friday, February 3 at 8:00 pm

Heights Arts - Saturday, February 4 at 7:00 pm

NoExit Presents: New Music Harpist Stephan Haluska

Experimental harpist Stephan Haluska will take the stage for two events which are assured to 
inform, challenge and delight. Join Stephan at Appletree Books where he will speak, demonstrate, 
answer questions and of course perform. On the following evening, Stephan will be in concert at 

SPACES, presenting his adventurous forays into the 21st century harp.

Appletree Books - Friday, March 3 at 7:00 pm 
SPACES - Saturday, March 4 at 8:00 pm
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More New Works!

NoExit is pleased  to present new works from some extraordinary young composers. World premiere 
pieces by Chris Neiner, Victoria Cheah and Robert Honstein. Recent works by Zihan Wu and 
Hannah Kendall. Featuring special guests Shuai Wang, Mari Sato and vocalist Lauren Eberwein.

Heights Arts - Saturday, April 1 at 7:00 pm
Kent State University - Saturday, April 15 at 7:30 pm

More dates to be announced 

May Concert Series: Best Of The Season

NoExit will perform an end of the season concert series which will highlight some of the best and 
most beguiling music from the ensemble’s 2022-2023 season.

Valley Arts - Saturday, May 6
Waterloo Arts - Friday, May 12

Heights Arts - Saturday, May 13

NoExit Presents: And/play - Translucent Harmonies

Don’t miss this captivating virtuosic duo ( Maya Bennardo and Hannah Levinson) as they present 
Translucent Harmonies,  an evening-length  program which  allows listeners to deeply immerse 
themselves in sound, silence, and resonance.

SPACES - Thursday, May 11 at 8:00 pm

All events are free and open to the public unless specifically noted otherwise. For the safety 
of all present, masks are recommended. Please check with the venue to find their Covid 

safety policies.

We’ll be adding more events to the calendar so be sure to stay up-to-date by visiting 
noexitnewmusic.com and signing up for our mailing up for our mailing list.
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noexit would like to thank

Our fans and supporters

Praxis Fiber Workshop
Jessica Pinsky

SPACES
Tizziana Baldenebro
Kent State University

Adam Roberts

Ohio Arts Council, Cuyahoga Arts and Culture, The Amphion Foundation and The 
Bascom Little Fund for their generous support which helped make this concert 

series possible.
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